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Call for Participation
Third International Workshop on Text, Speech and Dialogue

TSD 2000
September 13–16, 2000, Brno, Czech Republic
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TSD 2000 is organised by the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Brno, and the Faculty of Applied Sciences,
University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, under the auspices of the Dean of the Faculty of Informatics of Masaryk University.
The workshop is supported by the International Speech Communication Association.
Topics: TSD 2000 will be concerned with topics in the field of natural language processing, in particular: Corpora, texts
and transcription; Speech analysis, recognition and synthesis and their intertwining within NL dialogue systems.
Topics of the workshop will include (but are not limited to): Text corpora and tagging; Transcription problems in spoken
corpora; Sense disambiguation; Links between text and speech oriented systems; Parsing issues, especially parsing problems in
spoken texts; Multilingual issues, especially multilingual dialogue systems; Information retrieval and text/topic summarization;
Speech modeling; Speech segmentation; Speech recognition; Text-to-speech synthesis; Dialogue systems; Development of dialogue
strategies; Assistive technologies based on speech and dialogue; Applied systems and software.
Program Committee: Jelinek Frederick (USA), general chair, Hermansky Hynek (USA), executive chair, Baudoin Geneviève
(France), Čermák František (Czech Rep.), Ferencz Attila (Romania), Hajičová Eva (Czech Rep.), Hanks Patrick (GB), Kilgariff
Adam (GB), Kopeček Ivan (Czech Rep.), Kučera Karel (Czech Rep.), Matoušek Václav (Czech Rep.), Moon Rosamund (GB), Noeth
Elmar (Germany), Pala Karel (Czech Rep.), Pavesić Nikola (Slovenia), Petkevič Vladimı́r (Czech Rep.), Psutka Josef (Czech Rep.),
Schukat-Talamazzini E. Günter (Germany), Skrelin Pavel (Russia), Vintsiuk Taras (Ukraine), Wilks Yorick (GB).
Organizing Committee: Bártek Luděk, Batušek Robert, Gaura Pavel, Horák Aleš, Komárková Dana (secretary, dkomar@
fi. muni.cz ), Kopeček Ivan (co-chair, kopecek@fi. muni.cz ), Matoušek Václav, Nygrýn Pavel, Pala Karel, (co-chair,
pala@fi. muni. cz ), Sedláček Radek, Smrž Pavel, Sojka Petr, (Proceedings, sojka@fi. muni. cz ), Staudek Jan, Veber
Marek, Žáčková Eva.
Registration fee: US $ 180 (includes one copy of Proceed-
ings, refreshments, social events and trip). Register elec-
tronically using TSD web page.
Accommodation: The organizing committee arranged an
accommodation in student dormitories in a walking dis-
tance from the place of the Conference at a reasonable
price. For the participants who prefer to be accommodated
in a hotel it is possible to reserve a room. The actual list of
available hotels and prices are collected at the workshop
website.
Official language: The official language of the event will
be English.
Address: All correspondence should be addressed to:
Dana Komárková, TSD 2000
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
phone: ++420-5-41 512 359, fax: ++420-5-41 212 568
e-mail: tsd2000@fi.muni.cz
Invited talks: There will be three invited talks by
Michael J. Tauber (University Paderborn) “Computer Sup-
port for People with Cognitive Impairments”, Sadaoki Fu-
rui and Chiori Hori (Tokyo Institute of Technology) “Speech
Summarization—Information Extraction from Speech”
and by Richard Stern.
Outline of the program: The workshop program will in-
clude invited talks, 75 oral presentations and a poster/
demonstration sessions with sufficient time for discussions
of the issues raised.

The workshop will also include several social events, and
a trip in the vicinity of Brno, all included in the conference
fee.
Location: The workshop will take place at the Faculty of
Informatics, Masaryk University Brno.
Brno is the capital of Moravia, which is in the south-east
part of the Czech Republic. It is the second-largest town
in the Czech Republic (with a population of about half a
million). It had been a royal city since 1347. Historical and
artistic places of interest include: Špilberk and Veveřı́ cas-
tle, The Old and New City halls, The Augustine monastery,
with St Thomas’ Church and crypt of Moravian margraves,
The “Bishops’ Church” of St Peter & St Paul, The famous
villa Tugendhadt, designed by Mies van der Rohe, and
many other sightseeings.
In the immediate surroundings of Brno are the Moravian
Karst with Macocha Chasm and Punkva caves; the site of
the “Battle of the Three emperors” (Napoleon, Alexander
of Russia, and Franz of Austria), commonly known as the
Battle of Austerlitz; the château of Slavkov (Austerlitz);
Pernštejn Castle and many other attractions.
Travel: Brno can be reached easily by direct trains from
Prague, Vienna, Bratislava, and Budapest, or by plane to
Vienna and then by coach or train (130 km). Another pos-
sibility is to go by plane to Prague and then travel about
200 km by coach or train or plane (newly established air
bridge Prague–Brno).

For more and up-to-date information see the web page
http://www.fi.muni.cz/tsd2000/.

It is still time to register and come!


